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Soft and Sick, Lautréamont - Volume 136 Issue 2 ...
Soft and Sick, Lautréamont
cultural reconstruction, Homer and ancient Greece, ancient Asia Minor, layers of the Etruscan language, historical phraseology Dr. Katharina König (German Philology) language ideology and language ...
Professors of the Graduate School Empirical and Applied Linguistics
Employing a novel quantitative and data-led approach, it traces and analyses change in phraseology across 20th Century German as used in Switzerland. Drawing on nearly 20 million words of textual ...
Formulaic Language and Linguistic Change
The particular phraseology that Kreuziger employs with regard to SF's ... Michael Banks has succeeded in producing a book that serves well as a supplement in English courses concentrating on SF. His ...
Science Fiction Studies
Many different explanations—sociological, economic, psychological, cultural—have been proposed ... have wrapped it up in nice phraseology, placed it in an hermetic container and sat on ...
The Power of Easter in an Increasingly Secular America | Opinion
Note that BBC uses the phraseology “Japan … relinquished control of territory ... Kaohsiung Museum of Shadow Puppets (高雄市皮影戲館) is part of Gangshan Cultural Center (岡山文化中心). The museum, which has been ...
Notes from central Taiwan: Blundering the basics of China and Taiwan
The decision was taken in a council of prelates and magnates, and followed Llywelyn’s repeated refusal to come to perform homage to the English king ... in the affairs of the Iberian peninsula. The ...
Edward I
A great English statesman once advised his countrymen ... which was then a great centre of culture. In this book, basing himself upon the direct meaning of Biblical texts as construed by him ...
Religion and Science
The diction of English poetry has gone through many cycles of contraction ... hilarious—what do we have in Leaves of Grass but pages and pages of a man of some culture, playacting the rough? Only the ...
The unbearable rightness of criticism
Ochieng seemed to have attained that mythical ability to always deploy the most appropriate English phraseology for any occasion. This week we reflect on our own interactions with Ochieng and the ...
How Philip Ochieng evaded trouble by hiding in linguistic garb
Bergstrom’s audience didn’t seem surprised or outraged by his phraseology. They had surely heard that word ... that repeated and expanded on the invented data. “We need a cultural solution as well,” ...
Making media literacy great again
Both in India and Ceylon, the cultural tools used by the Catholic ... a Veda in which they insinuated Christian concepts in the phraseology of the Hindu sacred texts. They conducted pompous ...
Was Portuguese proselytization ruthless as portrayed?
In championing a policy of peace, culture and democracy ... In championing its own class interests, the English proletariat limited itself to exercising pressure on the bourgeois parties which ...
Working Class Imperialism
The former ice hockey man was sometimes derided as a figure of fun with his accent and phraseology being more of the tub thumping North American motivational speaker than the traditional English ...
COMMENT: Adam Leitch on the departure of Ralph Krueger as Southampton chairman
Enunciating over and over again, he practiced a phrase that sounded like “don’t touch your mustache” and means “pleased to meet you” in Japanese.On the other side of the cultural fence, none of the ...
Japanese teens visit Smuggler Mine
In Feng’s quietly assured debut, which weaves between the Cultural Revolution and its ... Foss has a knack for vivid phraseology; to wit: Elin’s mother has a face “like a freshly bombed ...
Spring 2021 books preview: 45 new titles for you and the young readers in your life
The General Confederation of Labour, CGT, is playing its usual role by making toothless criticism of the larger CCOO and UGT trade unions and making liberal use of radical phraseology and ...
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Airbus collaborates with Spanish trade unions to demobilise fight against plant closure
Thus Wymer enables us to gauge the broader cultural significance of certain fundamental trends ... The "schools" are, in fact, countries: there is an American school, a French school, an English ...
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